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is not this body, is it diluted chloroform? Thirdly, is genuine
bichloride of methylene (methene bichloride) an anasthesia-pro-
ducing substance? And fourthly, is so-called methylene a safe
and useful anaesthetic whatever its composition may be?
Under the first heading we have the evidence of Sir Spencer

Wells, Professor Tyndall, and MM. Regnauld and Villejean. Sir
Spencer Wells says he cannot be sure that the chemical composi-
tion of the so-called methylene is that of the chemical substance
methene bichloride (C2H2 C12); further, that a substance called
methylene, and prepared in Germany by Riedel, " appeared to me
very much like the methylene most used here, but rather stronger."
It is difficult to understand that a substance having a definite
chemical formula should appear stronger or weaker, unless alco-
holic or other solutions of varying strengths are used. Sir
Spencer Wells also found Riedel's methylene to give clinical
results less satisfactory than those at which he arrived when
using the proprietary article sold in London under the name of
methylene. Professor Tyndall estimates the cost price of the
manufacture of chemically pure bichloride of methylene (methene
bichloride) to be ten shillings an ounce: the material sold
costs half-a-crown for two ounces. But the evidence of
the French chemists goes still further, at least in the view
of persons who regard chemical analysis as being worthy of
the attention of scientific men. In 1881 MM. Regnauld
and Villejean were at the pains of getting (through agents ac-
credited by Sir Spencer Wells) samples of the substance called
methylene. I believe I am accurate in saying Sir Spencer Wells
obtains his metliylene from only one source, and I am unaware
that it is to be got elsewhere in England. The metlhylene so
obtained was tested clinically, and found to produce the usual
anaesthetic trance. It was then submitted to chemical analysis,
and a result obtained wlhich showed it to be composed of four
parts methylated cliloroform diluted by one part of methylic
alcohol. Subsequently these investigators prepared some genuine
bichloride of methylene (C2 H2 C12) which they administered to
animals, with the result that nIo anesthesia appeared, but in its
place wild excitement, convul3ions, and death.

Unless a direct disproof of the results arrived at by these gentle-
men is forthcoming at the hands of equally skilled experts, we
are bound to admit that the methlylene of English manufacture
is not bichloride of metliylene (C 112. CL). As regards Riedel's
methylene, I shall hope to submit it to the rigid tests of chemical
analysis and physiological researcli, and report the result to you,
Sir, at a later date.
In reply to the second query, is methylene diluted clhloroform?

we have the strong evidence of MM. Regnauld and Villejean,
whose analysis distinctly affirmed their identity. In some
researches made with Roy's tonometer, circulating blood con-
taining v-arying percentages of chloroform and similar percentages
of methylene (commercial) through the detached ventricle of the
frog, I certainly found the heart reacted in identically the same
way. I furtlher employed mixtures of alcohol and chloroform,
and obtained cardiograms in no wise differing from cardiograms
recorded when methylene (commercial) in solution percolated the
heart. To some, physiological experiment appeals with less force
than does clinical observation, and, fortunately, I am able to cor-
roborate the results arrived at by experiment. In former years I
employed methylene (commercial), using it almost exclusively in
the treatment of cases at the Hospital for Women, as well as for
abdominal sections occurring in my private practice. In most
cases I administered the drug by my modification of Dr. Junker's
inhaler, occasionally by the open method, but never employed an
ether inhaler, as I should regard such a procedure as highly
dangerous.

Ether should be given in saturation; chloroform or methylene
should never be given in a higher percentage than 4 to every 100
volumes of air. My clinical experience convinced me that the
difference between chloroform and methylene was one of degree,
not of kind. I tested this by using solutions of chloroform in
alcohol, and I am bound to say I obtained excellent results from
this mixture. It has been said the rapid recovery, the less marked
head symptoms after methylene, separate it from chloroform. I
venture to think if those who make this affirmation will work
witlh minimal quantities of chloroform; and, further, if they will
dilute that agent, they will find the same phenomena present
thtemselves as wlhen methylene is used. Chloroform administered
with Junker's inhaler by one who is expert in its use closely ap-
proximates to methylene. From a very careful examination of
,cases I lave been compelled to admit that, clinicaly, the features

of methylene narcosis do not differ from those of chloroform
sleep.
Under my third heading we consider whether chemically pure

bichloride of methylene (C.H2CI,l) is a safe and reliable ansssthetic,
and the answer is not far to seek. MM. Regnaud and Villejean
have shown, and their contention remains, I believe, wholly un-
assailed, that this substance possesses no annsthetic properties
whatever, but is, upon the other hand, a deadly and rapidly acting
poison.

In conclusion, I propose to discuss, Is methylene so-called a
good and safe anmsthetic whatever may be its real composition ?
and here I am pleased to be able to express views more in accord
with Sir Spencer Wells. I have, from a pretty wide experience
of the agent, formed the following conclusions about iLt. It is
agreeable to inhale, is adapted for cases which stand chloroform
well; it does not answer for jaw or tongue operations. As regards
its safety, I cannot, in the face of the facts above cited and of
the number of deaths which have occurred from its use, regard
it as being a safer agent than chloroform. I have seen several
cases in which alarming symptoms have occurred during its em-
ployment, and in these, I believe, but for prompt treatment, fatal
results would have occurred. Vomiting, nausea, headache, and
shock are, I think, more often the result of the quantity or dose
of the anesthetic given than of the individual agent; certainly
methylene has, in my experience, proved in nowise superior
to chloroform or ether as regards these sequelw.

I venture to think that if we consult the safety of our patients
we shall not advocate methylene, save and except in special cases
when ether, preceded by nitrous oxide gas, is contra-indicated.
Sir Spencer Wells clearly employs methylene, and seldom ether,
so that his strictures upon ether are apparently based on less wide
an experience. Ether possesses disadvantages, but is, I submit,
safer than chloroform or metliylene. In fine, I would urge that
those who use methylene, and every operator will, of course,
select for himself, should remember that they are employing a
powerful and dangerous agent, valuable and useful doubtless, but
in all cases hazardous. Many other points in this connection
occur but must necessarily be omitted in a letter which is in-
tended simply to sound a note of warning.
One word more, however, must be said, and that is, although

many practitioners will probably assert from their experience, as
they did at the discussion upon anwsthetics at the annual meet-
ing of the Association, held at Cardiff in 1885, that methy-
lene answers well, and ha never killed any of their patients,
their argument is non sequitur when utrged in support of methy-
lene. The same thing may be said of clhloroform, amylene, ethi-
dene, dichloride, and many mixtures; but the danger still exists,
and no man is justified in letting his patient incur risks unless
himself fully aware of their nature and prepared to show cause
why he resorted to a dangerous anaesthetic when safer materials
were at hand.-I am, etc.,

Mlortimer Street, DUDLEY BUXTON, Ansesthetist to
Cavendish Square. University College Hospital, etc.

GLYCOSUILIA AND DIABETIC COMA.
SIR,-Allow me to acknowledge the careful attention my essays

have received, and to add a few words to the notes in your last
issue, p. 81, on diabetic coma. The view of Schmitz is not intended
to cover all cases. I admit with Wilks the occurrence of collapse,
or with Senator and Frerichs the presence of autogenetic poisons,
also, as in pernicious anemia and uraemia, but I deny that this
poison is oxybutyric acid, or that acetone is itself a poison.
Even in urtemia it is not urea in the blood, but some product of

its decomposition, that is injurious. Acetonamia is said to result
from the ultimate changes in oxybutyric acid; if so, these pro-
ducts are of frequent occurence in many conditions of the body
without giving cause of anxiety. Acetone is formed in most
febrile diseases, especially those of children, in wasting diseases,
such as athrepsia, cancer, gastric ulcer, in exophthalmic goitre,
dyspepsia, constipation, and often convulsive attacks. In these
cases acetone has been found in the urine by Jaksch, and more
recently by Dr. A. Baginski (Nature, 1887, p. 551). Moreover, a
large quantity of acetone, administered for a considerable time,
caused no ill effect. Frerichs found half an ounce given daily for
some days harmless. In some cases of diabetic coma where
acetone was detected in the uirine none was found in the blood,
nor in the cercbro-spinal fluid, nor in the paucrea. These notes
were made in the case of a young diabetic, after death from sudden
comatose dyspncea, with a remark by Berti that " acetone absorbed
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produces to sueh symptoms," Dr. Stevenson, in Guy's Ho8pital
.eports records this kind of coma without acetonmmia, and Dr.
(amrlpbell one of acetonaemia without coma the latter would seem
to invoke sudden failuxie of the excretory power of thle kidney as
concerned in diabetic coma. But MM. Cornillon and Mallet (Frog.
MBd., Dec. 1883) give an inistance where the kidneyg were healthy,
with a large excretion of sugar and the normal amount of urea, to
show that the coma in this case was not urmmic. Professor
Jaccoud, in hiis lately published clinical lectures, speaking of
Kussmaul's coma aZs diabetic poisoning, says that acetonemia is
not concerned in it. Of course any acid reaction of the blood is an
impossibility.-I am, etc. WILLIAM SQuIRE, M.D.

Orchard Street, Portman Square, W.. Juily 14th.

.EXECtUTIONS.
SIR,-The Hlome secretaf;y -eetg, by his reply to Mfr. Brookfield

in the House last night, to be very imperfectly informed of the
results "from time to time " of the present haphazard systemu of
executing criminals. So late as April and August of last year the
.murderers Currell and Lipski (whose executions 1 witnessed) had
qttite :harrow escapes of decapitation, the former getting a drop
of seven and the latter of eight feet, though Berry informed the
Governor of Newvgate that the drops had been arranged at five
feet six inches and six feet respectively. In Currell's case all the

hiii6 leadi'r from the brain, together with the cesophagus and
many muscFes, Were rtiptus'ed, large quantities of venous blood
escaping tlhrough the mouth inlta the white cap, the lower border
of which, beinig included in the constricting noose, pent up the
fluid, so that it only filtered through in a small stream to the
bottom of the pit, where the prison surgeons and myself were
taking the pulse. In Lipski's case the damage to the integument,
tntuscles anid spine was extensive, as may be easily imagined, but
there was only superficial bleeding of small extent. I may add
that Lipski's pulse beat for thirteen minutes (stopping once at the
end of five minutes) at the rate of 160, the quickness proving
(according to Professor Hlaighton) complete insensibility. All
others whose executions I have witnessed had good, normal pulses
(80) for about ten minutes, strangulation being the cause of death.

IJ am, etc., J HN J. DE ZOUICHE MIARSHALL, L.R.C.S.I.
I-astiuigs, Juily 24tll.

"MAS. DURIAMNI," FOR PRACTITIONERS.
Sin,-The gratitude wlich prompts your correspondent "M.D.,

DURHAM," to speak of hiis "Alma Alater " in such gushing terms is
the natural ouitcome of the exceptional and charitable manner in
which the Univ-ersity deals with qualified practitioners of fifteen
Years' standing; so also is his desire to derive furtlher favours from
an already too liberal hand.

I venture to submit tllat quite enough injustice results from the
fact of granting the degree of M.D. without residence, without
permitting that of -M-S. to be obtained in the same way.
The possession of the surgical degree alone denotes that the

M.D. has been obtained by residence, which to the majority of its
holders has involved an additional year of hospital practice and
stu(ly, after becoming qualified, to say nothing of extra expense
and loss of tiine. Surely, therefore, it would be a gross injustice
to these men to admit general practitioners without residence
also to the surgical degree and its advantages, simply because
they have spent a few more years in acquiring the means of
existence and a pecuniary advantage over their juniors.

It is a matter for regret that the law does not prevent universi-
ties and examining bodies, regardless of their honour and dignity,
from interfering with established regulations in order to compete
*for those who have neglected their opportunities, and in this way
depreciating the value of the degrees already conferred.-I am,
etc. M.D., M.S.DunuH., M.R.C.S.E.NG.

THE ST. JOHN AMBULANCE ASSOCIATION AND THE
MEIDICAL PROFESSION.

SIB,-A paragraph in the JOURNAL of July 21st seems to imply
that the medical profession should have been represented on
July 18th, when H.R.H. the Prince of Wales was installed as
Grand Prior of the Order of the Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem,
and that their services in the wor the St. John Ambulance
Association have not been sufficiently apprH4>d.

In the first place, I may remark thanoX ht e,on to which
reference has teen made, only members of the C4W had the
right to attend, and no invitation could be glven tq anyone. else.

Secondly, the highest honour which the Order has hitherto had
the power to grant is that of Honorary Associate, a distinction
which has been conferred on several representative physicians
and surgeons. Thirdly, the St. John Ambulance Association has
recognised the services of 355 surgeons by entolling them onl the
list of honorary life members.
During the last ten years I have attended meetings-which, for

brevity, are called " ambulance meetings "-in every part of Eng-
land, and I ean positively assert that I have never been present at
one at which it was not publicly acknowledged that the existence
of the Association is entirely dependent on the support which the
medical profession has so willingly and liberally accorded. This&
is felt and acknowledged by the thousands who have attended
the classes, and I believe that the professional instructors have
felt as great a pleasure in imparting the useful rudiments of " first
aid" as the pupils have done in receiving it; and I know that.
the doctors who have given us such invaluable assistance are the,
first to admit that the satisfaction afforded is not a one-sided.
arrangement.-I am, etc., JOHN FURLEY.

*** The name of the function is a trivial detail; it was the most
important function which the Order has yet held in England, and
the complete absence of the name of any member of the medical
profession, and of any reference to the all-important services ren-
dered by the profession to the Order has caused the great dissatis-
faction at which our paragraph hinted.

THE LIFE-HISTORY OF A HMEAIATOZOON.
SiR,-In giving a preliminary account of the result of my re-

searches on the life-history of a haematozo6n of the dog in the
JOURNAL Of July 14th, I find I have been guilty of an oversight,
which I wish to correct in order not to mislead others who may
wish to verify the facts which I set forth. The common louse,
in which I have found the embryos and the larval forms of the
nematode bFematozo6n of the dog, I must say that it is not Trico-
dectes latus, but Hcematopinus pilifer'us, which here seems more
common than his other commensal before-named; but as Trico-
dectes latus too can suck blood, though generally it does not
do so, being a mallophagus (as is said by Claus and others), so
it remains to be proved whether Tricodectes too be or not one of
the entozoa that concurs to the cycle of life of the hvematozo6n as
well as pulex and haamatopinus.-I am, etc., P. SONSINO, M.D.

Pisa, July 22nd.

NAVAL AND MILITARY MEDICAL SERVICS.
THE NAVY.

MR. Joiea G. HARRIES has been appointed Surgeon anid Agent at St. David's
Head.

THE MEDICAL STAFF.
SURGEON-MAJOR H. G. GARDNER, who is serving in the Bengal command, has
leave of absence for six months ou urgent private affairs.
Surgeon W. H BEAN, serving in the Madras command, is appointed to the

civil medical charge of the Bhamo district, Burmah, and its police, vice Suirgeon
I). B. Spenicer, relieved.

ARMY MEDICAL RESERVE.
SURGEON-MAJOR W. R. BRUNTON, lst Surrey Rifle Volsunteers, to be Suirgeni-
Major (ranking as Lieutenant-Colonel).

THE INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
SURGEON S. H. HEN-DERSON, Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the offi-
ciating medical charge of the 1st Native Infantry, vice Surgeon E. Cretin, M.B..
transferred temporarily to civil employ.
Surgeon J. T. DALY, M.B., Bengal Establishment, is appointed to the offi-

ciating medical charge of the 6th Native Infantry, vice Surgeon-Major J..
Moran, transferred temporarily to civil employ.
Surgeon H. E. BANATVALA, Bengal Establishmeint, is appointed to the per-

monent medical charge of the 33rd Native Infantry, vice Surgeon-Major F. W.
Wright, M.D.. D.S.O.
Surgeon G. B. IRVINE, Bengal Establishment, officiatinig in medical charge

1st Battalion 2nd Goorkhas, Is appointed officiating medical officer to the 8th
Bengal Cavalry, vice Surgeon J. R. Adie, M.B., transferred temporarily to civil
employ.
Surgeon G. M. NIXON, Bengal Establishment, civil surgeon of Boolund-

shuhur, is granted furlough to Europe for one vear.
Sturgeon J. F. MACLAREN, M.B., Bengal P'stablishmeut, civil surgeon of

Azimghur, istransferred to the civil medical charge of Ghazeepore.
Surgeon F. MAIDMENT, Madras Establishment, is appointed to the civil medi-

cal charge of the Bhamo District, Burmah, and its police, vice Surgeon H. B.
Briggs. relieved.
Surgeon H. M. HAKLM, Madras Establishment, is appointed to the civil medi-

cal clarge of the Mylngyan district, Burmah, and its police, vice Surgeon J. M.
Cadell, relieved.
Surgeon-Major.3. A. LArNG, Madras Establishment, is appointed Sanitary

Commissioner, Madras.
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